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The New York Times bestselling novel by the Goodreads Choice Awards Best Debut Author of
2016, published in 15 countries!Mortals rule the desert nation of Miraji, but mythical beasts still
roam the wild and remote areas, and rumor has it that somewhere, djinn still perform their magic.
For humans, it’s an unforgiving place, especially if you’re poor, orphaned, or female. Amani
Al’Hiza is all three. She’s a gifted gunslinger with perfect aim, but she can’t shoot her way out of
Dustwalk, the back-country town where she’s destined to wind up wed or dead.Then she meets
Jin, a rakish foreigner, in a shooting contest, and sees him as the perfect escape route. But
though she’s spent years dreaming of leaving Dustwalk, she never imagined she’d gallop away
on mythical horse—or that it would take a foreign fugitive to show her the heart of the desert she
thought she knew.This startlingly original Middle-East-meets-Wild-West fantasy reveals what
happens when a dream deferred explodes—in the fires of rebellion, of romantic passion, and the
all-consuming inferno of a girl finally embracing her power.
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the bonds of oppression and finds her own power, and you will mark your calendar for the
sequel.”—Rae Carson, bestselling author of the Fire and Thorns trilogy“Buckle up for a wild ride!
Rebel of the Sands is a stunning debut full of irresistible energy, heart-stopping action, and a
new voice that sings.”—Alison Goodman, New York Times bestselling author of Eon and
Eona“Romantic, thrilling, hilarious, and just plain great fun.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred
review“Fans of Sarah Maas and Victoria Aveyard should give this one a try.”—VOYA “This
atmospheric fantasy combines magic, mythology, and the Wild West to create a riveting tale . . .
an exciting, romantic adventure that is unique and all its own.”—Booklist, starred review “If the
best of the Old West and the coolest parts of Arabian Nights had a baby who then rebelled by
going steampunk, the result would be this gem of a book.”—BCCB, starred review“Debut author
Hamilton combines elements of Western and Middle Eastern civilization and lore with her own
mythology, crafting an enticing, full-bodied story . . . successfully mingles romance with thrilling
stakes, and hints at a welcome sequel.”—Publishers Weekly “Readers will be drawn into the
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ThroneoneThey said the only folks who belonged in Deadshot after dark were the ones who
were up to no good. I wasn’t up to no good. Then again, I wasn’t exactly up to no bad neither.I
slid from Blue’s saddle and tethered her to a post behind some bar called the Dusty Mouth. The
kid sitting against the fence was sizing me up suspiciously. Or maybe that was just his two black
eyes. I tugged the wide brim of my hat lower as I stepped out of the yard. I’d stolen the hat from
my uncle, along with the horse. Well, borrowed, more like. Everything I owned belonged to my
uncle anyway, according to law, down to the clothes on my back.The doors of the bar banged
open, spilling out light and noise and a fat drunk with his arm around a pretty girl. My hand
snapped to my sheema before I could think better of it, checking it was still tightly fastened so
the better part of my face was covered. I was wrapped up to my eyes, and even hours after
sunset I was sweating under the padding like a sinner at prayers. I figured I looked more like
some lost nomad than a real sharpshooter, but so long as I didn’t look like a girl it didn’t much
matter. Tonight I was getting out of here with at least my life. All the better if I got out with a few
coins in my pocket, too.It wasn’t hard to spot the pistol pit on the other side of Deadshot. It was
the noisiest building in town, and that wasn’t saying nothing. A great big gutted-out barn at the
end of the dusty street, it was swarming with bodies and blazing with light, propped up against a
half-collapsed prayer house with a boarded-up door. Might be that once upon a time the barn
had served some honest horse trader, but that was years ago by the looks of things.The crowd
thickened the closer I got. Like buzzards swarming to a fresh carcass.A man with a bloody nose
was pinned up against a wall by two others while another drove his fist into the man’s face over
and over. A girl called out from a window with words that’d make an iron dragger blush. A group
of factory workers still in their uniforms huddled around a nomad in a busted-up wagon who was
shouting about selling Djinni blood that’d grant good folks their hearts’ desires. His wide grin
looked desperate in the oily lamplight, and no wonder. It’d been years since anyone round these
parts had seen a real live First Being, let alone a Djinni. Besides, he should’ve known better than
to think desert dwellers would believe Djinn bled anything other than pure fire—or that anyone in
Deadshot would believe themselves good folk. Everybody in the Last County went to prayers
enough to know better on both counts.I tried to keep my eyes forward, like I’d seen it all before.If
I climbed past the buildings, I’d be able to look across the sand and scrub all the way home to
Dustwalk, though there’d be nothing but dark houses. Dustwalk got up and went down with the
sun. Good honest behavior didn’t belong to the dark hours of the night. If it were possible to die
of boredom, everyone in Dustwalk would be corpses in the sand.But Deadshot was alive and
kicking.No one paid me much mind as I slid into the barn. A big crowd was already gathered in
the pistol pit. Lines of huge oil lamps hung from the eaves, giving the gawkers’ faces a greasy
glow. Scrawny kids were setting up targets and dodging a big man’s blows as he shouted at



them to move faster. Orphans, by the looks of them. Likely kids whose fathers had worked in the
hulking weapons factory on the outskirts of Dustwalk until they’d gotten blown to bits by faulty
machinery. Or until the day they’d gone to work drunk and burned themselves too badly to live.
Gunpowder wasn’t hardly safe work.I was so busy staring that I nearly walked straight into the
giant of a man at the door. “Front or back?” he demanded, his hands resting carelessly on a
scimitar on his left hip and a gun on his right.“What?” I remembered just in time to pitch my voice
lower. I’d been practicing imitating my friend Tamid all week, but I still sounded like a boy instead
of a man. The hired muscle at the door didn’t seem to care.“It’s three fouza to stand at the back,
five to stand at the front. Betting starts at ten.”“How much to stand in the middle?” Damn. I hadn’t
meant to say that. Aunt Farrah had been trying to smack the smart mouth off me for a year now
with no luck. I got the feeling it would hurt more if this man tried.But he just frowned like he
thought I might be simple. “Front or back. There’s no middle, boy.”“I’m not here to watch,” I said
before I could lose the last of my nerve. “I’m here to shoot.”“What are you doing wasting my time,
then? You want Hasan.” He shoved me toward a heavyset man with billowing, bright red trousers
and a dark beard slicked to his chin, standing behind a low table piled with coins that bounced
as he drummed his fingers.I took a deep breath through my sheema and tried to look like my
stomach wasn’t trying to escape through my mouth. “How much to enter?”The scar on Hasan’s
lip made it look like it curled up in a sneer. “Fifty fouza.”Fifty? That was almost everything I had.
Everything I’d been saving up in the last year to escape to Izman, the capital of Miraji.Even with
my face covered from the nose down, Hasan must’ve seen the hesitation. His attention was
already wandering past me, like he figured I was about to walk away.That was what did it. I
dropped the money on the table in a jangling handful of louzi and half-louzi that I’d scrimped one
by one over the past three years. Aunt Farrah always said I didn’t seem to mind proving myself
dumb if it meant proving someone else wrong. So maybe Aunt Farrah was right.Hasan eyed the
coins skeptically, but when he counted them with the speed of a professional money-grubber he
couldn’t deny it was all there. For a brief moment the satisfaction tamped down on my nerves.He
shoved a piece of wood at me that dangled from a loop of string like a pendant. The number
twenty-seven was painted in black on it. “Had much practice with a gun, twenty-seven?” Hasan
asked as I put the string over my head. The tag bounced off the wraps I had forced over my
chest to flatten it.“Some,” I hedged. We were wanting for almost everything in Dustwalk, in the
whole Last County for that matter. Food. Water. Clothes. There were only two things we had too
much of: sand and guns.Hasan snorted. “Then you ought to know enough to keep your hands
from shaking.”I pressed my hands close to my body to still them as I walked into the pit. If I
couldn’t hold a gun steady it wouldn’t much matter that I learned to aim before I learned to read. I
lined up in the sand next to a man who looked like he was mostly bones under his grubby factory
uniform. Another man came to stand on my other side with a twenty-eight around his thick
neck.All around us the stands filled. The bet wranglers shouted out odds and numbers. If I were
betting, I’d wager I didn’t have any odds. No one in their right mind would put money on some
skinny boy without the guts to even lower his sheema and show his face. Maybe I could win



some crazy drunk a poor man’s fortune by proving the right-minded ones wrong.“Good evening,
gents!” Hasan’s voice carried over the crowd, quieting them down. Dozens of kids ran among us
handing out the pistols. A girl with braids and bare feet passed me mine. The weight was
instantly comforting in my palm. I quickly flicked open the chamber; there were six bullets neatly
lined up. “Everyone knows the rules. So you’d better play by them or, God help me, I’ll break your
cheating faces myself.” A laugh erupted from the stands, and a few whoops. Bottles were being
passed around already and men were pointing at us in that way I knew from watching my uncle
trade horses. “Round one: you got six bullets, six bottles. If you’ve got any bottles left at the end,
you’re out. First ten line up.”The rest of us stayed still as numbers one to ten shuffled into place,
their toes on a painted white line in the dirt. I judged it about twelve feet between them and the
bottles.A kid could make that.Two men still managed to miss with their very first bullets. In the
end only half the men hit all their marks.One of them was twice the size of any other competitor.
He was wearing what might once have been an army uniform, though it was too worn to tell for
sure whether it used to be gleaming army gold or if it was just dirty with desert dust. He wore the
number one painted in a bold slash across the piece of wood on his chest. He got the biggest
cheer of all. There were cries of “Dahmad! Dahmad! Champion!” as he turned away, grabbing
one of the kids scurrying around to collect broken glass. Dahmad spoke too low for me to hear,
then shoved the child off. The kid came back with a bottle of brown liquor. Dahmad started
chugging, lounging against the bars that separated the pit from the stands. He wouldn’t stay
champion long if he was going to wind up sloshed.The next round was even more dismal. Just
one of the shooters hit all his targets. As the losers shuffled off, I got a clear view of the winner’s
face. Whatever I’d been expecting, this boy wasn’t it. He wasn’t from around here, no doubt
about it; that was the first thing I noticed. Everybody around here was from around here. Nobody
in their right mind would chose to be in the Last County otherwise.He was young, maybe a few
years older than I was, and dressed like one of us, wearing a green sheema carelessly round his
neck and desert clothes loose enough that it was hard to tell if he was really as broad as he
seemed. His hair was as black as any Mirajin boy’s; even his skin was dark enough that he
might’ve passed for one of us. But he just wasn’t. He had strange sharp features I’d never seen
before, with high-angled cheekbones, a straight square jaw, and eyebrows that made dark
slashes above the uncanniest eyes I’d ever seen. He wasn’t bad-looking either, at that. A few of
the men he’d beat spat at his feet. The young foreigner’s mouth pulled up in one corner like he
was trying to keep from laughing. Then, as if sensing my eyes on him, he glanced at me. I looked
away fast.There were eleven of us left and we were jostling for space along the line with the extra
body, even with me being half the size of every man here.“Move, twenty-seven!” An elbow
jammed into my side. My head shot up with a retort on my tongue. The retort died there as I
recognized Fazim Al’Motem sidling up next to me.I fought the urge to curse. Fazim had taught
me every curse word I knew, back when he was eight and I was six. When we were caught using
them, I got my mouth scrubbed out with sand and he blamed it all on me. Dustwalk was a small
town. I’d known Fazim my whole life, hated him since I grew into some sense. These days he



spent most of his time in my uncle’s house, where I was stuck living, too, trying to get his hands
under my cousin Shira’s clothes. Every so often he’d make a grab at a piece of me, too, when
Shira wasn’t looking.What the hell was he doing here? Actually, with the gun in his hand, I could
sort of figure.Damn him.It was one thing if I got myself spotted as a girl. It was a whole other
thing if Fazim recognized me. I’d been in trouble plenty since I was caught cursing, but I’d only
been beaten within an inch of my life once. It’d been right after my mother died, when I’d tried to
borrow one of my uncle’s horses all the way out of Dustwalk. I made it halfway to Juniper City
before they caught me. I couldn’t sit on a horse for a month when Aunt Farrah and her switch
were done with me. If Aunt Farrah found out I was in Deadshot gambling stolen money, she’d
beat me until that inch felt like it had been a mile.The smart thing would be to turn around and
get out of here. Except that would mean I’d be fifty fouza poorer. And money was in shorter
supply than smarts.I realized I was standing like a girl and straightened up before facing the
targets. The kids were still racing around, lining up the bottles. Fazim tracked their movements
with the barrel of his gun, calling out, “Bang, bang, bang!” and laughing as they flinched. I wished
his gun would backfire on him and shoot that smile off his face.The kids cleared out fast, and it
was just us shooters and our bottles. We were the last group before the end of the first round.
Guns were already going off all around me. I focused on my six bottles straight ahead. I could
make a shot like this blindfolded. But I was being careful. I checked my distance, lined up the
barrel, checked my sight. When I was satisfied, I pulled the trigger. The bottle farthest to the right
exploded and my shoulders eased a little. The next three bottles went down in quick
succession.My finger pressed down on the trigger for the fifth time. A shout punctured my focus.
I had no other warning before a body rammed into me.My shot went wide.Fazim had been
shoved sideways by another shooter, ramming into me on his way to the ground, another one of
the shooters on top of him. A boo went up from the crowd as Fazim scuffled in the sand with the
other man. The big man from the door was already breaking up the fight. Fazim was dragged to
the side by the scruff of his neck. Hasan watched them go, looking bored, then turned back to
the crowd. “Winners from this round—”“Hey!” I shouted without thinking. “I want another bullet.”A
laugh went up around me. So much for not drawing attention to myself. My neck was burning
with all the eyes on me. But this was too important. Too important not to ask. Scorn was written
all over Hasan’s face, and I felt the mix of humiliation and anger rise up in my throat in answer.
“That’s not how it works, twenty-seven. Six bullets, six bottles. No second chances.”“But that’s
not fair! He pushed me.” I gestured at Fazim, who was nursing his jaw up against the wall.“And
this isn’t a school yard, little boy. We don’t need to be fair. Now you can use your last bullet and
lose or get out of line and forfeit.”I was the only one with any bullets left. The crowd started
jeering at me to get out of the way, and an angry flush rose in my hidden face.Standing alone on
the line, I raised my gun. I could feel the weight of the single bullet in the chamber. I let out one
long breath that moved my sheema from where it was sticking to my lips.One bullet. Two bottles.I
took two steps to my right and then half a step back. I twisted my body and tried to see it all in my
mind. Dead center and I’d never hit the second one. Clip it too far off and neither would



break.Fifty fouza.I shut out the shouting and taunts around me. I ignored the fact that every eye
in here was on me and that I’d blown all chances of being inconspicuous. Fear crept in in its
place. The same fear that had crouched in my stomach for the past three days. Since the night
I’d been crawling around my uncle’s house after dark, on my way to Tamid’s, and overheard Aunt
Farrah say my name.“—Amani?”I hadn’t caught whatever had come before my name, but it was
enough to make me stop.“She’s needing of a husband.” My uncle Asid’s voice carried more than
his first wife’s. “A man could finally beat some sense into her. In less than a month, Zahia will
have been dead a year, and Amani will be clean and allowed to wed.” Since my mother was
hanged, folks had slowly stopped saying her name like a curse. Now my uncle mentioned her
death more like a matter of business.“It’s hard enough to find a husband for your daughters.”
Aunt Farrah sounded irritated. “Now you want me to find one for my sister’s brat, too?” Aunt
Farrah never said my mother’s name. Not since she’d been hanged.“I’ll take her as a wife, then.”
Uncle Asid said it like he was talking about trading a horse. My arms nearly buckled into the
sand.Aunt Farrah made a disdainful hissing noise at the back of her throat. “She’s too young.”
There was an impatient tone in her voice that normally ended a conversation.“No younger than
Nida was. She is living in my house anyway. Eating my food.” Aunt Farrah normally ruled the
house as first wife, but every so often her husband would root his feet, and just now Uncle Asid
was warming to this idea unnervingly fast. “She can either stay here as my wife or leave as
someone else’s. I choose her to stay.”I didn’t choose to stay.I chose to get out or die trying.And
just like that, everything came into focus. Me and my target. Nothing mattered but the aim.I
pulled the trigger.The first bottle broke instantly. The second teetered for a moment on the edge
of the wooden bar. I could see the chip in the thick glass where I’d hit it. I held my breath as the
bottle rocked back and forth.Fifty fouza I might never see again.Fifty fouza to lose and my only
way out.The bottle hit the ground and shattered.The crowd roared. I let out a long breath.When I
turned around Hasan was looking like I was a snake who’d dodged a snare. Behind him the
foreigner was watching me, eyebrows up. I couldn’t stop grinning behind my sheema. “How’d I
do?”Hasan’s lip curled. “Line up for round two.”twoIdidn’t know how long we’d been
shooting.Long enough for sweat to start pooling in the small of my back. Long enough for
Dahmad the Champion to slosh down three whole bottles of booze between rounds. And long
enough for one man after another to get knocked out of the game. But I still had a gun.The target
faced me at the end of the room, bottles moving on a slow rotating board some kid was turning
with a crank. I slammed my finger down six times. I didn’t hear the glass shatter over the roar of
the crowd.A hand dropped onto my shoulder. “Your final competitors tonight!” Hasan shouted
near my ear. “Our own champion, Dahmad!” The man stumbled from the drink and raised his
arms high. “Our returning challenger, the Eastern Snake.” The foreigner barely acknowledged
the taunts and hoots; his mouth just pulled up at one side and he didn’t look up. “And a
newcomer on this fine evening.” He yanked my arm up hard and the crowd went wild, hollering
and stomping their feet until the barn shook. “The Blue-Eyed Bandit.”The nickname killed my
excitement in one panicked jolt. I searched the pistol pit for Fazim. No matter if I could pass for a



boy, my eyes weren’t something I could hide. Everything else about me was as dark as any
desert girl was supposed to be, but my pale eyes made me stick out. Stupid as he was, if Fazim
was still here he might just be smart enough to put two and two together and not come out with
three. But I grinned behind my sheema all the same and let the cheers wash over me. Hasan
dropped my arm. “Ten minutes to get your last bets in, folks. Our final round is coming up.”There
was a rush for the bet wranglers. With nothing else to do, I sank down in the sand in an empty
corner of the pit, leaning against the railings. My legs still felt a little unsteady from leftover
nerves, my shirt was sticking to my stomach with sweat, and my face felt flushed behind the
cloth of my sheema.But I was winning.I closed my eyes. I might actually leave with the cash pot.I
worked it out quick in my head. The prize money came to over a thousand fouza. I’d have to
scrimp till I was dead to steal and save a thousand fouza. Especially with the mines in Sazi
collapsing a few weeks back. An accident. Badly placed explosives. That was the official story.
It’d happened before, though maybe not so bad. Only I’d heard whispers of sabotage, too. That
someone had planted a bomb. Or the wilder rumors claimed it was a First Being. A Djinni striking
Sazi down for its sins.But no matter what happened, no metal coming down from the mines
meant no guns, which meant no money. Everyone was tightening belts lately. And I didn’t even
have enough to buy a belt.But with a thousand fouza I could do a hell of a lot more than that. Get
out of this dead-end desert that ran on factory smoke. I could run straight for Izman. All I’d have
to do was get to Juniper City on the next caravan. Then there’d be trains from there to
Izman.Izman.I couldn’t think of the city without hearing it whispered like a hopeful prayer in my
mother’s voice. A promise of a bigger world. A better life. One that didn’t end in a short drop and
a sudden stop.“So, ‘Blue-Eyed Bandit.’” I opened my eyes as the foreigner sank down next to
me, propping his arms on his knees. He didn’t look at me when he spoke. “It’s better than
‘Eastern Snake,’ at least.” He was holding a skin of water. I hadn’t realized how thirsty I was until
that moment, and my eyes tracked it as he took a long drink. “Still, it has a certain dishonest bent
to it.” He glanced at me out of the corner of his eye. There was a skew to his words that would
make even the most trusting fool think he was trouble. “You got a real name?”“Sure. But you can
call me Oman if you’ve got to call me something.” My eyes might betray me to some, but telling
him my name was Amani Al’Hiza would betray a lot more.The foreigner snorted. “Funny, Oman’s
my name, too.”“Funny,” I agreed drily, a smile pulling at my mouth all the same. I reckoned half
the men born in Miraji were called Oman, after our exalted Sultan. I didn’t know if their parents
figured it would win them favor with our ruler—not that they’d ever get so much as spitting
distance from him—or if they thought God might give them favor by mistake. But I did know that
the stranger wasn’t named Oman any more than I was. Everything about him was foreign, from
his eyes to the angles in his face and the way he wore his desert clothes like they didn’t belong
against his skin. Even his words were tinged with an accent, though he spoke cleaner Mirajin
than most folks around here.“Where you from, anyhow?” I asked before I could stop myself.
Every time I opened my mouth it was another chance to get found out for a girl. But I couldn’t
help myself.The foreigner took a swig of water. “Nowhere in particular. You?”“Nowhere



interesting.” I could play that game, too.“Thirsty?” He offered me the skin, his attention a little too
sharp. I was parched, but I didn’t dare lift my sheema, not even a little. Besides, this was the
desert. You got used to being thirsty.“I’ll live,” I said, trying not to run my tongue over my dried
lips.“Suit yourself.” He took a long drink. I watched his throat rise and fall greedily. “Our friend
certainly seems to be. Thirsty, that is.”I followed his gaze to Dahmad. He was draining another
bottle, his face red.“So much the better for you.” I shrugged. “I was going to beat you both
anyhow. At least you’re bound to come in second now.”The foreigner broke into easy laughter. I
felt stupidly pleased with myself for being the one to drag it out of him. One of the men pushing
to the front of the bet wranglers looked over at us, frowning. Like we might be conspiring. “I like
you, kid,” the foreigner said. “And you’re talented, so I’m going to give you some advice. Throw
the game.”“You really suppose that’s going to work on me?” I tried for bravado, straightening up
as much as I could.“You see our friend over there?” He nodded to Dahmad. “He plays for the
house. Hasan gets rich off Dahmad’s winning. They don’t like it when strangers beat him.”“And
how do you know so much? Not being from around these parts.”The foreigner leaned over
conspiratorially. “Because I beat him last week.” We both watched Dahmad sway on his feet,
grabbing the wall for support.“Doesn’t seem all that hard.”“It’s not. The two men Hasan sent to
corner me in an alley and get the money back were more of a challenge, though.” He opened
and closed his hand, and I saw healing bruises on his knuckles. He caught me looking. “Don’t
worry.” He winked at me. “You ought to see the other guys.”I wiped away whatever he’d seen in
my face that he thought was worry. “And here you are, back to give them a second chance at
you.”He turned his full attention on me, all joking gone. “How old are you? Thirteen?” Sixteen,
near seventeen, as a girl, but as a boy I looked young. “Someone who can shoot like you, you’ll
go far in a few more years if you don’t get killed tonight. There’d be no shame in quitting. We all
know you can shoot. Don’t need to die proving it.”I eyed him. “Why are you back if it’s so
dangerous, then?”“Because I need the money.” He took a swig from the waterskin before getting
to his feet. “And I always make it out of trouble alive.” I felt a twinge at that. I knew what it was like
to be desperate. He offered me a hand up. I didn’t take it.“You can’t have more need than I do,” I
said quietly. And for a moment I felt like we understood each other. We were on the same side.
But we were still against each other.The foreigner dropped his hand. “Suit yourself, Bandit.” He
walked off. I sat there a moment longer, convincing myself that he was just trying to intimidate
me into quitting. I knew we could both beat Dahmad. But the foreigner was a decent shot.I was
better. I had to be better.The bet wranglers were fending off the last of their customers as the
three of us stepped back up to the line. This time when the little barefoot girl ran up, she only
brought one bullet with her. In her other hand was a strip of black cloth.“Our final round tonight!”
Hasan declared. “Blind man’s bluff.”I reached for the blindfold, but the sound of gunshots
stopped me.I ducked before I realized the sound was coming from outside. Someone screamed.
Half our audience were on their feet, craning over one another to get a look outside at this new
entertainment. I couldn’t see, but I heard the shout clear enough.“In the name of the Rebel
Prince Ahmed! A new dawn, a new desert!”Pinpricks raced to every bit of skin I had.“Damn.” The



foreigner rubbed his knuckles across his chin. “That wasn’t smart.”A new dawn. A new desert.
Everybody had heard the rallying cry of the Rebel Prince, but only in whispers. You’d have to be
an idiot to shout your support of the Sultan’s rogue son. There were too many men with old ideas
and new guns to say a word against the Sultan in the Last County.Snatches of voices rose from
the babble. “The Rebel Prince was killed in Simar weeks ago.” “I heard he’s hiding in the Derva’s
caves with his demon sister.” “—should be hanged straightaway.” “He’s marching on Izman as we
speak!”I’d heard half those stories, too. And a half dozen more. Ever since the day of the Sultim
trials, when Prince Ahmed reappeared after disappearing fifteen years earlier, to compete for his
father’s throne, the stories about him walked the line between news and myth. They said that
he’d won the Sultim trials outright and the Sultan tried to have him killed instead of naming him
heir. That he’d cheated using magic and lost all the same. The only part that stayed the same in
every version was that after failing to win the throne at the trials, he’d disappeared into the desert
to start a rebellion to win the country back.A new dawn. A new desert.A spark of excitement
struck inside me. Most stories I knew were about things that happened long ago to people long
dead. The Rebel Prince was a story we were all still living. Even if he was likely to get killed any
day now.The scuffle outside was short, and then the lug from the door was dragging in a kid by
the collar. He was probably as young as I looked in my disguise. Drunken boos went through the
crowd as he passed.“Well, well!” Hasan’s voice carried over the din as he tried to get the crowd’s
attention back. The boy stumbled to stay on his feet, blood pouring from his face. He looked like
he’d taken some bad hits to the face but nothing worse. No bullet holes or stab wounds yet. “It
looks like we have a volunteer!”The lug dragged the boy forward and shoved him against the
target. He put the bottle on top of the kid’s head. My heart went down like a stone into my
stomach.“We have a new game, then! Traitor’s bluff,” Hasan crowed, his arms wide. The crowd
answered in a roar.I could make that shot without hurting the kid. The foreigner could, too. But
the champion was swaying on his feet and downing another drink. I wasn’t sure he could hit the
ground if he tripped, never mind anything else.The kid swayed on his feet, and the bottle clunked
dully into the sand. The crowd answered with heckles. He looked like he might cry as Hasan’s
lug rammed his shoulder back until he stood straight, putting the bottle back on his head.“The
kid is too hurt to stand up straight, let alone keep the bottle steady.” I caught the foreigner’s
words. He was talking to Hasan. “You can’t shoot a target that won’t stay put.”“Then don’t shoot.”
Hasan waved a hand. “If you and the Bandit are too cowardly, then you can just walk away. Let
my man win.” So that’s what Hasan was counting on. That the foreigner and I would go yellow-
bellied and let Dahmad win. Just to keep some kid alive.Just some kid who was younger than I
was and already had arms marked with scars from factory work.No.It was him or me.This kid
wasn’t going to survive long in the desert with rebellion on his tongue anyway. Not when half the
Last County would rip him to shreds for treason. What would it matter if I took the shot and
someone else killed him? Wouldn’t make it my fault if he died.“Or shoot him in the head and we’ll
call it close enough,” Hasan joked. My hand tightened. “I don’t care.” Of course he did. He was
counting on us walking away. We both knew it.“You don’t think it will look a little bit suspicious if



we both drop out and let your man win?” I asked, cutting off whatever the foreigner had been
about to say.Hasan spun a bullet between his fingers. “I think that my pockets will be heavy with
gold and yours won’t.”“Sure,” I flung over my shoulder without taking my eyes off the pathetic
young rebel standing with his back against the target. He didn’t deserve to be a victim of the
desert any more than I did. “And you’ll have more trouble than gold when your customers figure
they’ve been duped.” Hasan's face changed. He hadn’t thought of that. I scanned the crowd,
trying to look bored, like I didn’t need this. Like I wasn’t trying to play him just like he was trying to
play us. “You’ve got a room full of drunks here who’ve put up some hard-earned money on this.
And times are tight lately, what with no raw metals coming in from Sazi. It’s making everyone
mighty irritable, I’ve noticed. Don’t you feel it in your bones?”I didn’t need to check if Hasan was
following my gaze; a blind man could see the mass of broke factory workers and underfed boys
and men with already-raw knuckles aching for a release. Even the kid with his split lip lined up as
a target was one of the restless. Only he was drunk on the prince’s rebellion instead of two-louzi
liquor. Hell, I knew the feeling. I was counting on it to carry me all the way to Izman.“Living under
our sun doesn’t exactly give men a cool head. Especially, say, if an Eastern Snake and a Blue-
Eyed Bandit were to start talking out there.” I looked at Hasan out of the corner of my eye,
praying that he wasn’t about to have me shot. “I’ll tell you what, though. I can help you out.”“Can
you, now?” Hasan scoffed, but he was still listening.“Sure. I’ll forfeit and take the kid’s place. For
a thousand fouza.”The foreigner rounded on me, saying something in a language I didn’t know
but that sounded like cursing. “Are you crazy, kid?” He switched back to Mirajin. “You want to get
shot instead of him?”“If I’m lucky, he’ll miss me.” I felt my chest rising and falling with each
shallow breath. The kid was rocking back and forth on the sand that I was sure was filled with
glass. He had bare feet, but he didn’t whimper.“Are we shooting or what?” Dahmad bellowed,
chucking his empty bottle at the kid, missing him by a foot.I was still watching Hasan; the sale
wasn’t made yet.“If I’m not lucky, you don’t have to pay me a thing and your crowd gets
blood.”Hasan’s lip curled up nasty-like. “And everybody goes home happy.”“Except the dead
Bandit,” the foreigner said, low enough that I was the only one who heard. He raised his voice.
“We’ll throw the game.” The foreigner’s eyes hadn’t left me, though he was talking to Hasan. I
opened my mouth to argue, but something in his gaze made me stop. We were on the same side
now. “If the Blue-Eyed Bandit here is so determined to get up there as a target, I’ll shoot first. I’ll
miss the bottle without shooting him in the head. Then you let the Bandit shoot. With me as the
target. He’ll miss, too.” My shoulders felt tight, like my arms knew I couldn’t bear to miss a shot.
But he was trusting me. So I nodded ever so slightly. “Your champion wins by default. We all get
out of here without a bullet hole in us.”“And with the money,” I piped up before the foreigner could
make us both honorable and poor. “We leave with a thousand from the house winnings.
Each.”“I’ll give you a hundred each,” Hasan said.“Eight,” I retorted.“Five and you’re grateful I don’t
send someone after you to break your fingers and bring me my money back.”“Done.” Five
hundred wasn’t a thousand, but it was better than nothing. And I might still be able to get to
Izman on that.The crowd was beginning to get rowdy. A cry went up from the stands. “Are you



yellow-bellied fools going to shoot? The kid’s about to piss himself!”Hasan tore away from us.
“Gents! Who really wants to see this rebel brat get shot at? He’s too short by half anyway.” Hasan
snatched the bottle off the kid’s head. “Scram!” The kid stared at him like he was the hangman
who’d just cut the noose. Go, I urged silently. Then he was stumbling away.The pressure on my
chest eased even as a murmur of discontent rose. Hasan silenced them with a raised hand.
“Wouldn’t you rather see these three men with a score to settle take aim at each other?” The
uproar from the stands was deafening, feet stamping so hard the whole building shook, down to
the nails. “Step up, Bandit!”I took one long, shuddering breath. Maybe I ought to have thought
this through. Or at least held firmer at a thousand. “Come on, kid,” a voice by my ear said. “You
trust me, don’t you?”I eyed the foreigner’s cocksure grin. “I don’t even know you.”He reached out
and pulled my hat off my head. I was glad I’d thought to shove my hair back under the sheema
that was pulled low as my eyebrows, but still I felt bare without the hat. “All the more reason to
trust me.”The walk across the barn seemed too long.Hasan grinned as he balanced the bottle on
top of my head. “Better earn your money and not shake, kid. Or everyone’ll see the bottle
trembling like a girl on her wedding night.”My anger rooted me; the bottle didn’t move. Not when
the foreigner stepped to the line. Not when he slotted his single bullet into the chamber. Not even
when he raised the gun and pointed it straight at my head. Except I couldn’t breathe. He took
careful aim, adjusting the shot. He was taking his time, and my nerves were fraying by the
second.“Just fire, you coward!” The shout burst from my lips the same second the gun went off.I
didn’t have time to flinch.A boo went up from the crowd. And I was still alive to hear it.I tipped my
head and the bottle tumbled unbroken into my hands. I looked, and a bullet was embedded in
the wall a hair to the left of my skull. Only then did I start to shake. I wasn’t sure if it was from
nerves or from excitement. I wrapped my hands around the bottle to hide it either way.In a blur of
boos I walked back to the line. The foreigner passed me halfway across the pit as he walked out
to the target. He paused for a second, placing my hat back on my head. “You all right?” he
asked.“Cut it a little fine there.” I tugged my hat back down.“What’s the matter, Bandit?” Like he
thought something was too damn funny. “Feeling a little less immortal?”I shoved the bottle at
him. “I wouldn’t taunt someone who’s about to aim a gun at your head.”He laughed and kept
walking.And then I was the one standing behind the white painted line and he was the target. I
could hit the bottle no problem if I wanted to. What were the chances Dahmad would actually hit
the foreigner anywhere fatal? And even if he did, what was the foreigner to me? Not a thousand
fouza in prize money.I fired. The bottle stayed in one piece.“The game is over!” Hasan cried over
the shouts. “Dahmad reclaims his spot as your champion!” Some cheered, likely those holding
slips with his number on them.And slowly a new chant started to go up from the crowd. “Shoot!
Shoot! Shoot!”The champion was weaving unsteadily. “Yeah! I want a shot at the Snake, too.”The
foreigner had pulled the bottle off his head, but now the champion was swaggering over to the
line, taking aim and gesturing at him to step back into place.“They’re right!” Hasan crowed. “We
can’t have a winner if Dahmad doesn’t shoot.” He cut his gaze toward me. I understood what he
meant clear enough. No winner meant no winnings for the house. And that meant no money for



us. “What do you say, Eastern Snake?”My eyes met the foreigner’s and I shook my head. He
held my stare for a long moment, all hints of joking gone. Then he stepped back and set the
bottle on his head.The champion stumbled up to the line. He could barely stand. He squinted at
the foreigner, as if trying to make out where he was exactly. My father had been this drunk most
days when he came home from factory work. He got his hands on a gun one of those times. My
mother and I would've both been dead if he’d been able to shoot straight.Dahmad raised the
gun. From where I was standing I could see he was aiming straight at the foreigner’s chest.The
foreigner had beaten the champion last time. Dahmad was drunk enough to think revenge was a
better idea than winning. And a man was a big enough target for even a drunk to hit.As the
champion’s hand squeezed down on the trigger, Hasan’s earlier words crashed down around
me. There were no second shots in this game. I flung my body sideways without thinking and
crashed into Dahmad.The shove sent the bullet three feet to the left. The liquor sent Dahmad
down into the sand while I staggered to find my footing, clutching my arm.The crowd went up like
a powder keg that had been waiting for the right spark.They knew they’d been tricked, but no
one seemed to know how. Some were screaming that the foreigner and I were in it together;
others were shouting that Hasan had scammed them. In an instant they were rushing the bet
wranglers.“Son of a whore!” A pair of hands grabbed me by the front of my shirt. Dahmad was
back on his feet and he had me clear off the ground, my toes dragging in the sand. I started to
thrash, but he shoved me back against the wall of the pistol pit, knocking the air out of my lungs.
And then there was a knife in his hand. Dahmad’s face was close to mine, his teeth bared, his
breath reeking of spirits hot against my cheek. “I’m going to gut you from navel to nose and leave
you here picking your insides up off the ground, boy.”The foreigner’s hand clamped over the
champion’s wrist, moving too fast for me to see. But I heard the sickening snap. I dropped to the
sand in a heap as the champion fell onto his side roaring in pain, the knife clattering away. I saw
bone sticking out of his arm. The foreigner swiped the knife from the ground. “Run,” he
ordered.The whole place had gone to hell.A drunk smashed into a lantern as he careened; it
dropped into the stands, shattering in oil and flames.I turned to make for the entrance, but the
brawl was too far gone already. There was no escape that way. The foreigner and I stood, backs
against the wall. We were forgotten—the chaos wasn’t even about us anymore. The whole barn
was filling with smoke. We were going to be choking in seconds.“I don’t suppose you can fly?” he
shouted over the noise, pointing his chin straight above us. A window just out of reach, above
the stands.I grinned at him even though he couldn’t see it. “I can’t fly, but I don’t weigh so
much.”He understood me perfectly. Linking his fingers together, he created a foothold. I shoved
the pistol I was still carrying into my belt. Damned if I’d leave a decent weapon here.I took a few
short steps back and ran. My third step landed my right boot in the foreigner’s interlaced fingers
and he launched me upward. My arms banged into the ledge with a jolt that was going to leave
bruises. His hands were there under me, holding me steady as I dragged myself up the
windowsill. The prayer house’s roof was an easy drop below, and in a few seconds I was out in
the night air. I was dying to make a run for it.Instead I turned back, bracing my feet against the



roof as I pulled him up, until he was out of the window and on the roof beside me.We jumped
down from the old prayer house, rolling as we hit the sand below. A bullet bounced off the wood
near my head. “All right, Bandit,” he gasped. “Where to?”Where to? he asked me, in the town
with the sky smelling of smoke and fiery chaos blooming in the dark.I had to get back to my
uncle’s house. I had to lose him. My little cousin Nasima once got slapped silly for bringing home
a mouse she found under the schoolhouse. I could only guess what’d happen to me if I brought a
stray foreigner anywhere near home. And that wasn’t even banking on what the foreigner would
do if he found out I was a girl. “Nah, I’ll be all right.”He looked over his shoulder. “Got somewhere
to be?”I was already backing away, eyeing the bar where I’d left Blue, hoping to God the horse
was still there. “Thanks for everything.” I forced a grin at him even though he couldn’t see it. “But
I’ve got to go see a bar about a horse.”And before he could say another word, I bolted.three“Get
your useless self up and to the store, or don’t expect to eat today.” My blanket came off me with a
violent rip. I groaned, squeezing my eyes shut against the sunlight and my aunt’s face. “And don’t
expect to eat tomorrow either.”I counted her footsteps as she stomped away. Ten steps and she
was clear to the kitchen. I cracked an eyelid. How much sleep had I had? A few hours, maybe. I
wanted sleep more than I did food. But burnt dawn light was leaking in and calls to prayer were
starting.I rolled from the mat to the wooden floor, pulling my blanket over my head as I dug
around for some clothes. Around me, the six cousins I shared the cramped room with were
stirring. Little Nasima sat bolt upright before flopping back down and stuffing the corner of her
blanket into her mouth.You could barely see the floorboards between our mats. Our room looked
like a battlefield, clothes strewn everywhere like fallen bodies, schoolwork, mending needles,
and the odd book scattered throughout like shrapnel. Only Olia’s corner had a clear floor. She’d
even tried to hang a horse blanket from the ceiling to separate herself from her sisters. It took
some getting used to, this room.There’d been only two rooms in my father’s house. The one he
and my mother slept in and the big room where we ate and where I slept for almost sixteen
years. That room was gone now, with the rest of the house I grew up in.It took some searching,
but I found my good blue khalat shoved in a ball under my mat. It was wrinkled, so I did my best
to smooth out the creases with my hands before tugging it quickly on over the plain brown
shalvar I wore on the bottom.Shira sighed into her pillow. “Can you stop crashing around like a
dying goat? Some of us are trying to sleep.” In her corner, Olia pulled her blanket back over her
head.I found a boot and dropped it from as high as I could so it hit the floor with a loud thud.
Shira flinched. She was the only one of my female cousins I shared blood with. The others
belonged to my uncle’s other wives. Aunt Farrah had given her husband three boys, then Shira.
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Kent A. Larson, “Rebel of the Sands is a precious addition to fantasy pantheons. Hamilton is
great!. Alwyn Hamilton is a fresh new face on the fantasy scene. Her character, Amani, is a
strong female protagonist with a fascinating past. I don't want to write spoilers into this but the
fantasy leans strongly on East Indian influences of Djinn, etc. The storyline is strong and the
characters very much alive. It is one of those wonderful experiences when you pray for there to
be more books.I was reviewing the second book in series for a local newspaper and decided to
get the audiobook for this (which has a great narrator btw). I loved the story so much, I bought
the ebook so I could read it faster. Fantasy fans out there need to read Alwyn Hamilton.There is
no vulgar or adult language. The violence is mildly graphic but is vaguely described. The
romance is mostly a few very strong kisses with hints at more but nothing graphic.”

Book Series Recaps and Reviews, “A delightful book with classic YA tone and pacing. No
spoilers in this review of Rebel of the Sands by Alwyn Hamilton! I give it 4 stars. This is such a
fun book! It is what I consider to be classic YA in its tone and pacing.The story is about Amani, a
teenage girl itching to leave Dustwalk, her small desert village. She has lived with her aunt and
uncle since her parents’ passing, and she wants to escape small town life to live in the city with
an aunt she’s never met. Amani is a skilled sharpshooter, and she meets a mysterious young
man named Jin in a local gun slinging contest. She quickly realizes he’s her ticket out of
Dustwalk. As they travel, their exploits keep putting them in the path of the Sultan’s men, who are
trying to snuff out rebellion in their area. And the pair slowly realizes they’ve both been keeping
secrets from each other.Amani and Jin have an undeniable chemistry. Their banter is cute and is
one of my favorite parts of the book. The unique setting also drew me in. I enjoyed reading about
the desert culture, which is different than any I’ve read about recently. I also appreciated the
magic and mythology Hamilton slowly weaves into the tale. The first half of the book pulled me
along quickly, with one adventure and/or misstep after another. The second half of the book
moved a little slower, but the pace picked back up again by the end.I definitely recommend this
book! The Goodreads description of book 2, Traitor to the Throne, sounds great! It seems like it
might be quite different than book 1, and I’m excited to see where Hamilton takes us next in this
trilogy.View all of our rapid reviews at: [...]See our list of full book recaps at: [...]”

Eve, “4 Stars. I listened to the audiobook narration which I found quick and easy listening.Rating:
4 Stars So the story follows Amani, a girl who grew up in the gunpowder city in the desert of
Dustwalk. She'd taught herself to shoot with the best of guys in secret feeling herself with a
pistol in her hands. The world is rules by mortals but Gene used to roam free with their magical
off spring, djinni, and other magical creatures roaming around the desert. There are millions of
stories about them and the past and Amani knows them all. Stuck under her Uncles care after
her mother was hung she is bound and determined to escape and make it to her mothers home,



the place she talked about so often. She meets Jin, a handsome foreigner who is also pretty
good with a gun in a contest she is trying to win to secure funds for her travel. Things change
and she is forced to adjust her plans. Jin seems like a better means of escape, fleeing from the
Sultan's army with a treasonous fugitive who will help her figure out her place and who she really
is. I liked the idea of this story from the start giving me an Aladdin vibe. While I'm not a huge fan
of deserts in person as I don't like the heat, sun, or sand I like reading about them. Following
Amani and Jin on this journey was full of exciting moments. The scenery was well described
with the different towns and the methods of travel. I really found myself captivated as it felt like
the desert. Despite the magic it felt realistic, the fact that they were in the desert and the strain
that puts on a person was never forgotten and that is always a plus. Still like many books for me I
fell in love with the characters. Amani was kick butt. She wasn't happy with her situation and
what was to happen to her so she changed things. She took charge and wasn't going to let
anyone made decisions about her life for her just because she is a SHE. Even as she starts to
develop feelings for Jin she doesn't let that cloud her judgment completely but simply a factor to
be considered along with all the other options. I respected her for that. Jin, I had my ups and
downs with him at times but far more ups to be sure. I liked his attitude form the beginning and
most important is he doesn't underestimate her simply for being a female. He never considers
her weak but instead expects more of her knowing her grit. I also adored some of the others as
we got to meet them as the story progressed. The story morphs from one of escape to one of
rebellion and I love it. I enjoyed how the story had lots of twists and turns and always kept the
pace moving. It walked a line of real and magical well as there would be times when you don't
realize the world has magic until you are faced with a magical sand horse or a djinni who can
use their powers. It's like a world within a world and I love it. The political aspect of the Sultan
and the Rebel Prince, the foreigner soldiers that practically rule nation taking what they are
allowed and more.”

K. M. Martin, “Great Fantasy from Debut Author. Amani is a young woman living on the edge of
nowhere in a land ruled by a Sultan who has made a deal with a country that wants to conquer
his. It is a land of djinn and other magical creatures. And it is a desert.Since she is poor and
orphaned and under the control of an aunt and uncle who don't want her, she is determined to
get away to the city which lived in her mother's stories and which appears to her to be a land of
opportunity. However, her plans are sabotaged when she meets a young man named Jin at a
shooting competition and finds herself joining forces with him when he is on the run from the
Sultan's army. She quickly finds herself involved in a revolution that she had pretty much thought
was just a story like the hundreds of other stories she had heard.The story is filled with action.
Jin and Amani have a number of narrow escapes from the forces attempting to capture them. It
is also a sort of romance as she and Jin become close while they are on their adventures. But,
most of all, it is the story of a young woman who thought she wanted to go it alone and who
discovers fulfillment and happiness when she joins forces with others.I loved the worldbuilding in



this fantasy story. The desert setting really came to life. I liked the mythological creatures that
made appearances too. Fans of fantasy won't want to miss this exciting adventure.”

Broc's Bookcase, “Incredible world building, incredible writing. This book was incredible, and I
am so so glad that Hamilton was at YALC 2016 or I probably never would have found it and what
a tragedy that would have been!!! This book kept me up until 3am because I just could not put it
down. I love finding new authors and I especially love finding new fantasy trilogies and this one is
already one of my favourites of the year!As you are probably well aware of by now I am a
MASSIVE fan of fantasy worlds and Hamilton does an incredible job of building hers. The
history, the creatures, the myths, the magic, the places; it is all so beautifully woven into this
incredible and totally believable world. The last book I read that was set in the middle of the
desert was quite frankly terrible, but Hamilton brought life to this lifeless setting and fed all my
craving for more of this wonderful world right up until the last page."She moved like a storm
someone had given steel to."I loved Amani and Jin (such cool names). I loved their banter, I
loved their friendship and I loved the slow build of a romance between them. You could say that
we have read this story tons of times: Katniss and Peeta, Tris and Four, June and Day; but like
each of those this one is special in its own way. Both characters are strong, in their own way, and
the two really complimented each other well. The chemistry is always there between them, but
they actually build a really great friendship first and I really think that this is what makes them
such great characters and their eventual romance all the more real."Haven't you ever wanted
something so bad that it becomes more than a want? I need to get out of this town. I need it like I
need to breathe."Amani is totally kick ass. Just like Katniss she has an unbelievable skill
(although with a gun and not a bow) and is always underestimated until people see her shoot. In
a world were women are nothing Amani makes herself stand out with her bright blue eyes and
her will to fight for what is fair and right.Jin is pretty mysterious for the majority of the book, I
thought I knew where his storyline was going and all the clues we were given along the way were
adding up, and then we got our reveal and I wasn't quite right, but I really liked the way that
Hamilton had taken it and I can't wait to discover more about him as the series continues."It was
damn hard to trust a boy with a smile like that. A smile that made me want to follow him straight
to the places he’d told me about and made me sure I shouldn’t at the same time."There is a
great base of secondary characters in this book and in a lot of books they get lost along the way,
but Hamilton made sure that we remembered every single one of them. Sure, I got their names a
little confused (but that's always going to happen when characters have weird and wonderful
names that all start with the same letter!) but I knew who each character was and they really
brought the story to life and added so much more and so many more mini storylines to the book
which I am looking forward to seeing play out."But if knowledge was power, then the unknown
was the greatest weakness of immortal things."Going into this book you can't be blamed for
thinking it's going to be another fantasy story with a kick ass heroine and a epic rebellion. Well
yes, it kind of is but why hate on them when they are always so good! And this one especially is



very very good! The plot was so cleverly written and every time I thought I had figured it out
Hamilton twisted the story in a completely different way which I loved every single time. I was
impressed with how much to managed to fit into this book, with it being a normally 300 page
size, but at no point did it feel rushed or crammed in.For her debut book Hamilton has done
amazingly well and I am totally in awe of the world and the story that she has created for us.
Every aspect of this book, in my opinion, has been done to perfection and it would be very
difficult to find a bad word to say about it, except that we now have to wait for book 2!"The world
makes things for each place. Fish for the sea, Rocs for the mountain skies, and girls with sun in
their skin and perfect aim for a desert that doesn't let weakness live."”

MADEUPgroup, “Wow! Brilliant story!. WOW!Definitely in my top 10 for this year, I Devoured this
book within a day! So well written, I couldn’t put it down!The story was a brilliant blend of Action,
Romance (although subtly done and far from the main story which i actually enjoyed more for it!)
and magic, therefore combining all of my favourite elements in a story.The beginning of the story
pulls you in straight away, dropping you into and fast paced scenario. Each situation has a
surprising outcome, which is all the more impressive for the fact that this is not a long book.This
Author has done something I wish that MORE would do, in using chapters as tools to transport
us seamlessly from one action packed, fun filled scenario to the next without several involving
much “is anything going to happen?!” Instead Alwyn has written this book in such a way as to
keep the chapters fairly short, tell us everything we need to know, give rich details on situations,
without droning on endlessly. This makes the chapters back a whallop, so that although they
aren’t long chapters, you NEED to see what will happen next!I loved the individuals in the
storyline, and there were several factors I didn’t guess along the way! The Main Character is
believable, and the revelations fun and unpredictable. I enjoyed her Love interests Character, I
won’t use names so I don’t spoil any of the fun.It was interesting how this developed through the
story, with the pitfalls and games along the way. I laughed out loud several times at their antics!I
can’t wait to grab the next instalment!”

Caitlin Evans, “Whirlwind YA fantasy with a feminist heroine. I devoured this book in a couple of
days, I simply couldn’t put it down. (Although the typeset is pretty big, so that helped). Hamilton
weaves a unique story which draws heavily on Middle Eastern/Arabian and Indian mythology,
but also includes more modern technology such as guns and trains. I loved that the mythology
was an important part of the novel, interlinking with the semi-modern, but it never felt
unbelievable or too stagnant for the pacing.And the pacing certainly is feverish. The plot is full of
action, with well-placed, softer moments, and twists and turns that you don’t see coming. You
wouldn’t quite believe this is Hamilton’s first novel. The plotting is slick, the language poetic, the
characters well-rounded. The idea of a girl inadvertently joining a rebellion is a little cliché in YA,
but Hamilton has crafted a whirlwind story with a strong (but not obnoxious) heroine. Once it
gets going, it certainly doesn’t feel like a cliché YA novel.Amani is a master with a gun and has a



smart mouth. At first, she is desperate to scrape money together and leave town for the capital,
Izman, escaping the clutches of her creepy uncle and violent aunt. She’s a little selfish in this
regard, leaving behind her crippled friend to escape on horseback with a stranger hunted by the
Sultan’s army, but she clearly has her reasons. However, this leaves a lot of room for Amani to
grow. She soon realises that there is more to life than stories, and her ferocious determination
changes from selfish to selfless. She begrudges the world its views on women and I actually
think this is a great feminist narrative. Amani’s world may think women inferior, but the women in
the book, like Shazad and Hala, certainly carry their own weight. They’re confident, wild and
certainly not helpless. Amani’s own mother even stands up to her oppressor, but the act
inevitably leads to her execution.The stranger that Amani flees with is, of course, the love-
interest Jin. Thankfully, it isn’t insta-love and we’re given the experience of watching the two grow
closer, relying on each other to stay alive in the unforgiving desert. Jin is witty and determined,
much like Amani, and the two complement each other. Their growing fondness is believable and
fragile and I felt it tugging at my heart strings. However, the romance doesn’t overshadow the
main story, which happens much too often in YA. Also, there’s no ridiculous love-triangle.My only
(very small) gripe is the slightly rushed conclusion; everything seems to happen at once and
suddenly it’s the end of the book. I would’ve liked a slightly longer climax to the story, but it’s not
as if this is a stand-alone book, so there’ll be a lot more answers and action to come.I’m excited
to see what happens next and, if you haven’t picked up a copy, definitely do so.”

The book by Alwyn Hamilton has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 785 people have provided feedback.
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